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MQSeries Primer

 

MQSeries is IBM’s award winning middleware for commercial  messaging and queuing. It is used 
by thousands of customers in every major industry in many countries around the world. MQSeries 
speeds implementation of distributed applications by simplifying application development and 
test. 

MQSeries runs on a variety of platforms.  The MQSeries products enable programs to 
communicate with each other across a network of unlike components, such as processors,  
subsystems, operating systems and communication protocols.  MQSeries programs use a 
consistent application program interface (API) across all platforms.

Figure 1.  MQSeries at Run Time

Figure 1 shows the main parts of an MQSeries application at run time.  Programs use MQSeries 
API calls, that is the Message Queue Interface (MQI), to communicate with a queue manager 
(MQM), the run-time program of MQSeries.  For the queue manager to do its work, it refers to 
objects, such as  queues and channels.  The queue manager itself is an object as well. 

The following provides a brief overview of MQSeries, including clients and servers.

What is Messaging and Queuing?

Message queuing is a method of program-to-program communication.  Programs within an 
application communicate by writing and retrieving application-specific data (messages) to/from 
queues, without having a  private, dedicated, logical connection to link them.

Messaging means that programs communicate with each other by sending data in messages and 
not by calling each other directly. 

Queuing means that programs communicate through queues. Programs communicating through 
queues need not be executed concurrently.
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With asynchronous messaging, the sending program proceeds with its own processing without 
waiting for a reply to its message. In contrast,  synchronous messaging waits for the reply before it 
resumes processing.  For the user, the underlying protocol is transparent.  The user is concerned 
with conversational or data-entry type applications.

MQSeries is used in a client/server or distributed environment.  Programs belonging to an 
application can run in one workstation or in different machines on different platforms.  
Applications can easily be moved from one system or platform to another.  The programs can be 
written in various programming languages, including Java.  The same queuing mechanism is valid 
for all platforms, and so are the currently 13 APIs.

Since MQSeries communicates via queues it can be referred to as using indirect program-to-
program communication. The programmer cannot specify the name of the target application to 
which a message is sent. However, he or she can specify a target queue name; and each queue is 
associated with a program. An application can have one or more “input” queues and may h
several “output” queues containing information for other servers to be processed, or for res
for the client that initiated the transaction. 

The programmer does not have to worry about the target program being busy or not availab
or she isn’t even concerned about the server being down or having no connection to it. The
programmer sends messages to a queue that is associated with an application; and the ap
may or may not be available at the time of the request.  MQSeries takes care of the transpo
target application and even starts it, if necessary.  

If the target program is not available, the messages stay in a queue and get processed late
queue is either in the sending machine or in the target machine, depending whether the con
between the two systems can be established or not.  Applications can be running all day lo
they can be triggered, that is, automatically started when a message arrives or after a spec
number of messages have arrived. 

Figure 2.  Messages and Queues
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Figure 2 on page 4 shows how two programs, A and B, communicate with each other. We see two 
queues; one is the “output” queue for A and at the same time the “input” queue for B,  while
second queue is used for replies flowing from B to A. 

The squares between the queues and the programs represent the Message Queuing Interfa
the program uses to communicate with MQSeries’ run-time program, the queue manager.  A
before, the API is a simple multi platform API consisting of 13 calls.  The API will be discus
later.

About Messages

A message consists of two parts: 
 1. Data that is sent from one program to another
 2. The message descriptor or message header 

The message descriptor identifies the message (message ID) and contains control informa
also called attributes,  such as message type, expiry time, correlation ID,  priority, and the n
the queue for the reply.

A message can be up to 4 MB or 100 MB long, depending on the MQSeries version you us
MQSeries Version 5 (for distributed platforms) supports a maximum message length of 100

Message Segmenting and Grouping
In MQSeries Version 5, messages can be segmented or grouped.  Message segmenting can be 
transparent to the application programmer.  If permitted, the queue manager segments a la
message when it does not fit in a queue.  On the receiving end, the application has the opt
either receive the entire message in one piece or each segment separately.  This may depe
buffer size available for the application.  

A second method of segmenting leaves the programmer in control so that he or she can sp
message according to logical boundaries or buffer size available for the program.  The 
programmer puts each segment as a separate physical message; thus several physical me
build one logical message. The queue manager ensures that the order of the segments is 
maintained.

To reduce traffic over the network, you can also group several small messages together an
one larger physical message.  This message is then sent to the destination and is there 
disassembled.  Message grouping also guarantees that the order the messages are sent in
preserved. 

Distribution Lists
Using MQSeries Version 5, you can  send a message to more than one destination queue w
MQPUT call.  This is done with a dynamic distribution list.  A distribution list can be a file that is
read at the time an application starts.  It can be modified any time.  It contains a list of queu
names and the queue managers that own them.  A message sent to multiple queues belon
the same queue manager is  sent over the network only once and so reduces network traff
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